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Anthropologist Margaret Rodman reads the histories and spaces
of houses as a way into the peculiarly distinct, often bizarre, culture of
British colonial life in the Paci⁄c. Everything is here insights into
colonial cultures, British identity and insularity, the symbolic role of
buildings, the powers of memory, space as cultural sign, the momentous
signi⁄cance of trivia, but also irony, humour, mystery, nostalgia, as well
as pathos. A fascinating microcosm based on the memories and archives
of a colonial cultural past.
Anthony King, State University of New York at Binghamton
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In disparate ways, questions of colonialism, space, and memory
have become increasingly fertile in anthropology in recent years. This
engaging study of British colonial architecture in what was the New
Hebrides and is now Vanuatu draws
these themes together in a highly
original way. Margaret Rodman s book
exempli⁄es the way in which a reflexive ethnographic history can bring the
intimate workings of a global imposition such as colonial government
to light. Without ignoring the overall
inequities of the colonial order, it sensitively evokes the perceptions and
projects of a particular group of colonizers, whose worldviews will seem
as exotic to many readers as those of stereotypic natives. Houses Far
from Home offers something vital in our understanding of what Paci⁄c
societies have been and have become.
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